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(U) Source Summary Statement

Press reporting attributed to Israeli defense officials indicates most of the flotilla's fatalities were Turkish (with one dual citizen AMCIT), as are several of the seized vessels--including the one on which the clash took place.

- Following the incident, Ankara withdrew its ambassador to Israel.
Of particular concern is the claim repeated in press outlets of linkages between Israel and the Kongra Gel (KGK, formerly PKK). Press has speculated over the timing of the flotilla incident and a KGK attack on a military outpost that occurred soon after. AKP Deputy Chairman Celik commented shortly after the incidents that "We don't think the [incidents are] coincidental." Erdogan and AKP politicians will exploit such speculation for domestic political benefit.
this follows Ankara’s late May request to Israel that it not participate in the international portion of this year’s ANATOLIAN EAGLE combined air exercises."[18]
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(U) Israel/Turkey/AOI: Regional Reactions to Gaza Flotilla Incident

- Following the incident, Turkish protesters attempted to storm the Israeli Embassy in Ankara and its consulate in Istanbul. Turkish authorities are securing the diplomatic facilities, but the Turkish government termed Israel's actions illegal and unacceptable, recalled its ambassador from Israel, and announced the cancellation of three planned combined military exercises.

- The AKP will be tempted to capitalize on this upsurge in anti-Israeli sentiment to take unprecedented steps to distance itself and Turkey from Israel, a move consistent with Erdogan's frequent anti-Israel rhetoric. With riots in the streets, the Foreign Ministry promising "irreversible consequences," and a so-far unsatisfactory international response, the flotilla incident has provided the AKP with sufficient cause--and sufficient popular support--to suspend or even sever diplomatic relations with Israel.
Israel's enemies—Iran, Syria, Hizballah and especially HAMAS—are all exploiting the incident for public relations gain. Tehran, Damascus and Beirut have publicly condemned Israel's "inhuman" action, and Syria initiated the call for an emergency Arab League meeting to address the issue. HAMAS' de facto government in Gaza has similarly decried the Israeli action and will attempt to focus international attention on the Israeli blockade of Gaza. [N]
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(U) Israel: Status of Bilateral Relations with US

(U) Perceived Value of the Relationship

(Comment: Israel's political figures, including President Peres and members of PM Netanyahu's cabinet, have referred to US-Israel bilateral relations as Israel's single most important strategic asset.)
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(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

(U) Israeli Perception of Cairo Speech

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

- (4) Following the speech, Netanyahu launched an immediate but generally ineffective PR blitz, arguing the US was still on Israel's side, but failed to convince even his own cabinet.[(3)(4)] Minister Without Portfolio Peled, a member of Netanyahu's Likud Party, took the harshest line, publishing an open letter recommending the government stop buying US weapons, start proliferating high-tech weapons against US wishes, break the US monopoly on the peace process, and manipulate US elections against the sitting government.[(5)]

- (4) While most reactions were more measured, Peled's extreme rhetoric was nonetheless reflective of a widespread perception. Prior to the Cairo speech, a plurality of Jewish Israelis (42%) believed the US was biased toward Israel, with just 16% believing it favored the Palestinians. Following the speech, those poll numbers nearly reversed (19% and 41% respectively) and a large plurality (47%) continue to view the US as biased in favor of the Palestinians today.[(6)]

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

- (4) To date, Netanyahu has remained largely unscathed from the public's concern over the bilateral relationship. Polls continue to show that Israelis are relatively dissatisfied
with the state of US-Israel relations, but most of the blame has been directed at the US while a strong majority (71% as of May) approve of Netanyahu's handling of the relationship.  

- Netanyahu did face widespread criticism for perceived mismanagement of relations with the US following an unsatisfactory visit to DC in March—the Israeli public assigns a lot of value to face-to-face interactions—so he is likely especially sensitive to the relationship's political import.  

- Netanyahu's most recent visit to Washington in July was effectively stage-managed to provide a positive public interaction, at least momentarily reassuring a skeptical Israeli public. However, Tel Aviv is aware that such measures are temporary fixes at best.  

In the year since the Cairo speech, Israel has devoted a great deal of effort to analyzing the current US administration's policy goals, and Tel Aviv has apparently concluded that the US's particular interest in Middle Eastern stability is genuine. Israeli Ambassador to the US Michael Oren, recently summoned back to Israel to address the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, controversially described a "tectonic shift" in US foreign policy during a visit almost certainly designed to help Israel recalibrate its engagement with the US.
• The most pointed word of caution came immediately following the flotilla incident, when Mossad chief Meir Dagan told an open session of the Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee that Israel was gradually becoming a "burden" on the US instead of an asset, a statement almost certainly intended as a prescriptive warning to policymakers.\[23\]

• In mid-July, Defense Minister Ehud Barak called for a "daring and assertive political initiative" to rebuild ties with the US and thwart international isolation, citing US political assistance following the flotilla incident as evidence of the continued relevance of US-Israeli ties. Barak also explicitly argued that political gestures in support of US peace process goals were required to win freedom of maneuver for future (presumably unilateral) military actions.\[24\]

In mid-2009, the Israel Defense Forces J5 explicitly acknowledged that Tel Aviv adjusts its strategic decision-making based on its interpretation of US policy. Looking forward, we expect Israel will continue to highly value its relationship with the US, and will therefore specifically consider the effect on US-Israel relations when evaluating any potentially controversial decisions.\[23\]
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• The mid-July diversion of a would-be Gaza blockade runner to Egypt is a likely example of this policy in action; press accounts indicate a secret deal with the ship's
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Libyan sponsors to ensure a non-confrontational resolution in return for Israel’s approval of a major Gaza reconstruction project.\textsuperscript{[27]} Israeli probably would not have been willing to negotiate, much less offer concessions, if it were not concerned with preserving its dwindling political capital.

While not entirely illogical, the dual-track plan does have one glaring flaw: Netanyahu has almost no ability to produce even the appearance of progress in Palestinian final status negotiations without condemning his government. With the West Bank’s temporary construction freeze set to expire in September, a showdown is looming and Netanyahu appears to be facing a no-win scenario.

- If he extends the freeze in an attempt to appease the US and take pressure off Barak, Netanyahu is likely to alienate his own and other right-wing parties, a scenario that has an even chance of collapsing his governing coalition. If new elections are called, Netanyahu’s personal political career would be set back and Israel would have to reset its relations with the US under a new government—after having lost upwards of three to six months of time to work against Iran. Even if Netanyahu managed to salvage a new coalition framework, his credibility would be damaged, time would be lost to contentious government formation, and all foreseeable government would still be unlikely to achieve US peace process goals.

- If he ends the freeze in order to satisfy popular sentiment and his right-wing base, Netanyahu is likely to lose Barak’s Labor Party from his coalition, but could remain in power with a slim majority. However, this move would undermine the US-backed final status process and would rule out follow-on direct talks. Netanyahu would expect this course of action to damage US-Israel cooperation vis-a-vis Iran, and this ostensibly populist move could even produce a net-negative effect on his popularity in Israel if the perceived US backlash is bad enough.

Ultimately, while nearly all Israelis agree that US support is vital and endorse the Netanyahu government’s efforts to ensure that support in principle, few if any Israelis are willing to compromise their personal interests in the process. With no apparent means of satisfying these mutually exclusive demands, Netanyahu is almost certainly incapable of re-strengthening the bilateral relationship enough to support Israel’s policy aspirations.

- In that vacuum, he is most likely to make the decision that benefits him personally—not least because it is more reliably predictable—and lift the settlement freeze while attempting to salvage US-Israeli relations through promises of future cooperation.

- As an alternative, some Israeli commentators have separately indicated a belief that US Middle East policy is being heavily influenced by upcoming US mid-term elections. If this theory takes hold, it is possible that Netanyahu’s government will simply attempt to wait the US out until November in hopes that US executive policy shifts in Israel’s favor and/or a new US Congress provides a more sympathetic counterweight.\textsuperscript{[38]}
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(U) Turkey/Israel: Israeli Tourism Expected to Decline Following Gaza Aid Flotilla Incident

According to 1 June Turkish press, Turkey's tourism sector is expected to decline following the 31 May Gaza aid flotilla incident. Israeli citizens account for approximately 2% of foreign visitors, and though Turkish officials stated Israeli tourists are safe, cruises from Israel to Turkey have already been cancelled or diverted as a result of the incident and Israel issued a "grave" travel advisory for Turkey on 31 May. Decreased tourism between the two countries was noted as early as January 2009 due to political tensions surrounding Israeli operations against Gaza. Turkey's tourism revenues for 2009 were lower than that of 2008; however, 
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**Turkey: Policy Goals and Implications to US Relations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Summary Statement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
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| **(U) The Importance of Erdogan** |
| **(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)** |
(U) Turkey's growing diplomatic engagement with the Middle East can be characterized as a determination to end its Cold War passivity and help stabilize the region by diversifying its foreign policy, minimizing tensions with its difficult neighbors, and promoting Turkey's international status. Turkey primarily relies on its diversified economic strength and diplomatic ambition to compete with other regional powers. Forging ties with Russia, China, Iran, Arab countries, and others farther afield such as Brazil provide Ankara with support when taking policies independent from the US.
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Non Responsive
12. (U) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:
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#2213
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RHEVVTM/USNS ZEUS
RHBVHLF/USMS ROSS
RHBVACM/USMS ASHLAND
RHBVHQQ/USMS HARRY S TRUMAN
RHBVSVN/USMS NICHOLAS
RHBVJPC/USMS NASSAU
RHBVRRED/USMS RAMAGE
RHBVJLH/USMS JOHN L HALL
RHBVHKQ/USMS OSCAR AUSTIN
RHBVHTE/USMS ELROD

RHBVHMD/USMS WINSTON S CHURCHILL
RUFNNSB/USMS ALBANY
RUCORGF/USMS ALEXANDRIA
RUFNNSB/USMS PITTSBURGH
RHBVBON/USMS BOONE
RHBVGUN/USMS GUNSTON HALL
RHBVJLK/USMS KAUFFMAN
RHBVJOB/USMS MOUNT WHITNEY
RHBVJJT/USMS TAYLOR
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RHBVVED/USMS MESA VERDE
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(AG) OSA II PTG (2) MEK ARR MEK 2009462

(2) [U] HIGHLIGHTS: NTR.
(3) [U] SUBSURFACE ACTIVITY: NTR.
(4) [U] SURFACE ACTIVITY:
   C-58 PCC-352 EL CHIHAB WAS NON RESPONSIVE
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SUBJ: EUCOM/AFRCOM AOR MARITIME CINTEL SUMMARY 222100Z - 242100Z

(TU) M/V MAVI MARMARA ISTANBUL UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
(GR) M/V DIMITRIS K UNKNOWN UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
(MT) M/V DREAM VALLETTA UNKNOWN UNKNOWN
(TG) M/V GAZTE ISTANBUL 3636N-03505W 2409442
(GB) M/V RACHEL CORTE PHNOM-PENH 2356N-00738W 2422487
(GR) M/V SOFIA PIRAEUS IST PIRAEUS 2323462
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- (U) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR
INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO REFUSE POTENTIAL
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- (U/FOUO) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, OR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY FUND, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFIGHS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.
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RUZEJAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAIHINGEN GE
RHFMISS/CDR598THTRANSGPTML ROTTERDAM NL
RHFMISS/NAWC SAN DIEGO CA
DESRON TWO
RUFDEAA/CJCS NMCC SITE R FT DETRICK MD
RUFNNA/NAOC OPFUTT AFB NE
RHFMISS/Joint Staff WASHINGTON DC
RHFMISS/CTF 51
RHFMISS/COMUNDERSEAUSNAVY DAM NECK VA
RUFNEEB/COMUNDERSEAUSNAVY DAM NECK VA

RHFMISS/CTF 59
RHFMISS/CTF 60
RHFHJRT/CTF 61
RHFMISS/CTF 63
RHFQACAF/CTF 63
RHBVNNP/CTF 64
RHFMISS/CTF 65
RHFMISS/CTF 67
RHFMISS/CTF 68
RUFDEEB/CTF 69
RHFVAGO/USN NORMANDY
RHFMISS/COMDESRON TWO
RHFVNNP/COMDESRON TWO SIX
RHFMISS/NAVOCENASWEN STENNIS SPACE CENTER MS
RFBVHQ/JCOMCARSTKRGRU TEN
RFBVQET/JCOMWSTKRGRU
RHBVNNP/COMDESRON FOUR
RUFJNAA/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHFMISS/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL

RUF昆仑/COGART MIFC LANT DAM NECK VA
RHFMISS/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RHFQHER/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RHFJAB/TSC JACKSONVILLE FL
RHFMISS/COMPATREMCONW ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
RHFMISS/PATRON FIVE
RHFVPRM/USCG LEGARE
RHFVRED/USMS LEROY GRUMMAN
RHFOSMBC/USNS HENSON

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000282
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
PATSZYUW RUZEJAA5820 1481246-SSSS--RUZENAA RUZENLL RUZENYD RUZEJAA RUZEHAA.
ZNY SSSSS
P 281200Z MAY 10
FM JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
TO INTEL ALL SIXTHFELT
INFO RUZEJAA/JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
RHMFIISS/CDR USTRANSCOM SCOTT AFB IL
RHMFIISS/COMSC WASHINGTON DC
RUZDJWC/JWC DAHLGREN VA
RUZENLL/DIAL LONDON UK
RHMFIISS/HQ USEUCOM VAIHINGEN GE
RUISHTH/TLC ANKARA TU
RUZEHAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAIHINGEN GE
RHMFIISS/CCDR59/THTRANSGPTML ROTTERDAM NL
RHMFIISS/NMAWC SAN DIEGO CA
DESRON TWO
RUERAAA/CJCS HMCC SITE R PT DETRICK MD
RUERNNA/NACC OFFUTT AFB NE
RHMFIISS/JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC
RHMFIISS/CTF 51
RHMFIISS/COMUNDERSEASURV DAM NECK VA
RUCENE/COMUNDERSEASURV DAM NECK VA

RHMFIISS/CTF 59
RHMFIISS/CTF 60
RHCPBMT/CTF 61
RHMFIISS/CTF 63
RHJACAP/CTF 63
RHBEWOK/C2 64
RHMFIISS/CTF 65
RHMFIISS/CTF 67
RHMFIISS/CTF 69
RUFNET/CTF 69
RHBCOCUE/COMWOSTRKG RU
RHMFIISS/COMDESRON TWO
RHBEWVJ/COMDESRON TWO SIX
RHBEWQDJ/COMCARGSTRKGRU TEN
RHBEWOK/COMPHIBRON FOUR
RUMIAAA/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHMFIISS/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RUCOWCA/COSARD MIPC LANT DAM NECK VA
RHMFIISS/COMDESRON TWO FOUR

RHQDGRJ/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RJFJAB/TSC JACKSONVILLE FL
RHMFIISS/COMPATRECONWING ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
RHMFIISS/PATRON FIVE
RHMFIISS/NAVOCEANASWCEN STENNIS SPACE CENTER MS
RHBEWNLG/USNS LEROY GRUMMAN
RHOSKSC/USNS HENSON
RHBVRPM/USCGC LEGARE
RHEVOGB/USN MOUNT WHITNEY
RHBVSVG/USN NICHOLAS
RHBVHLF/USN ROSS
RHBVWNS/USN SIMPSON
RHBVHMD/USN WINSTON S CHURCHILL
RHBVJLH/USN JOHN L HALL
RHBVHMQ/USN OSCAR AUSTIN
RHBVRED/USN RAMAGE
RHBVHTE/USN ELROD
RHBVAGO/USN NORMANDY
RUAYIBD/USN ANNAPOLIS

RHEVEON/USN BOONE
RUENSSB/USN ALBANY
RUCORGP/USN ALEXANDRIA
RUENSSB/USN PITTSBURGH
RHEVGUN/USN GUNSTON HALL
RHBVHQJ/USN HARRY S TRUMAN
RHBVJLK/USN KAUFFMAN
RHBVJIX/USN NASSAU
RHBVJXT/USN TAYLOR
RHBVVIP/USN VICKSBURG
RHBVIIK/USN DWIGHT D EISENHOWER
ET

SUBJ: MARITIME SPOT: EASTERN MED ACTIVITY

Non Responsive
RHBVSIN/USN NICHOLAS
RHBVHLF/USN ROSS
RHBVRLS/USN SIMPSON
RHBVHMD/USN WINSTON S CHURCHILL
RHBVJLH/USN JOHN L HALL
RHBVHKQ/USN OSCAR AUSTIN
RHBVRED/USN RAMAGE
RHBVHTE/USN ELROD
RHBVAGO/USN NORMANDY
RUAYIBD/USN ANNAFOLIS

RHBVHON/USN BOONE
RUFNSSB/USN ABERY
RUCORGP/USN ALEXANDRIA
RUFNSSB/USN PITTSBURGH
RHBVGN/USN GUNSTON HALL
RHBVHMJ/USN HARRY S TRUMAN
RHBVJLK/USN KAUFMAN
RHBVJPD/USN NASSAU
RHBVJLT/USN TAYLOR
RHBVVIP/USN VICKSBURG
RHBVIKE/USN DWIGHT D EISENHOWER
RHBVVOUE/USN IWO JIMA

SUBJ: MARITIME SPOT: EASTERN MED ACTIVITY
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECI/DB/
BT
#6133
0A68
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
The information in this report is provided for intelligence purposes only but may be used to develop potential investigative leads. No information contained in this report, nor any information derived therefrom, may be used in any proceeding (whether criminal or civil), to include any trial, hearing, or other proceeding before any court, department, agency, regulatory body, or other authority of the United States without the advance approval of the Attorney General and/or the agency or department which originated the information contained in the report. Any reproduction, dissemination, or communication (including, but not limited to, oral briefings) of this information must be accompanied by a statement of these restrictions.

12. (b) (b)(3) 10 USC §130(b)(6)

Sources: From multiple sources

DECL/DE

6282
SAM
PATSZYUW RUZEEJAA7381 1501635-SSSS--RUZENAA RUZENLL RUZENYD RUZEJAA
RUZEHAA.
ZNY SSSS
F 301200Z MAY 10
FM JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
TO INTEL ALL SIXTHFLT
INFO RUZEEJAA/JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
RHMFISS/CDR USTRANSCOM SCOTT AFB IL
RHMFISS/COMSC WASHINGTON DC
RUZDJWC/JWAC DAHLGREN VA
RUZENLL/DIAL LONDON UK
RHMFISS/HQ USEUCOM VAHINGEN GE
RUEUITH/TLO ANKARA TU
RUZEHAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAHINGEN GE
RHMFISS/CDR598THTRANSPTML ROTTERDAM NL
RHMFISS/NNAWC SAN DIEGO CA
DESRON TWO
RUERAAA/GJCS HMCC SITE R FT DETRICK MD
RUEWNNA/NAOC OFFUTT AFB NE
RHMFISS/JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC
RHMFISS/CTF 51
RHMFISS/COMUNDERSEASURV DAN NECK VA
RUCBNEB/COMUNDERSEASURV DAN NECK VA

RHMFISS/CTF 59
RHMFISS/CTF 60
RHOFBYT/CTF 61
RHMFISS/CTF 63
RHQACAF/CTF 63
RHEBVNP/CTF 64
RHMFISS/CTF 65
RHMFISS/CTF 67
RHMFISS/CTF 68
RUFNETA/CTF 69
RHBVQVE/COMWOSTRKRGRU
RHMFISS/COMDESRON TWO
RHEBVNVJ/COMDESRON TWO SIX
RHEBVQVJ/COMCARSTRKRGRU TEN
RHBVNKP/COMHIBRON FOUR
RUMIAAA/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHMFISS/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RUCOWCA/COGARD MIPIC LANT DAN NECK VA
RHMFISS/COMDESRON TWO FOUR

RHQDGRJ/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RHFJAB/TSC JACKSONVILLE FL
RHMFISS/COMPATRECONWING ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
RHMFISS/PATRON FIVE
RHMFISS/NAVOCENAWSCEN STENNIS SPACE CENTER MS
RHBVNLG/USNS LEROY GRUMMAN

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000306
RhcosMSC/USNS Henson
Rhevnm/USCGC Legare
Rhevogb/USNS Mount Whitney
Rhbwvn/USNS Nicholas
Rhbvhlf/USNS Ross
Rhbwrs/USNS Simpson
Rhbwmd/USNS Winston S Churchill
Rhbwjlh/USNS John L Hall
Rhbwkq/USNS Oscar Austin
Rhbwred/USNS Rampage
Rhbwte/USNS Elrod
Rhbvago/USNS Normandy
Rhuayibd/USNS Annapolis

Rhbwcon/USNS Boone
Rufnssb/USNS Albany
Rucongp/USNS Alexandria
Rufnssb/USNS Pittsburgh
Rhbgun/USNS Gunston Hall
Rhbwq7/USNS Harry S Truman
Rhbwjlk/USNS Kauffman
Rhbwpx/USNS Nassau
Rhbwjit/USNS Taylor
Rhbwip/USNS Vicksburg
Rhbwke/USNS Dwight D Eisenhower

Subj: Maritime Spot: Eastern Med Activity

Non Responsive
PATSZYUW RUZEJAA1627 1531816-SSSS--RUZENAA RUZENLL RUZEJAA RUZENYD
RUZEHAA.
ZNY SSSSS
P 021800Z JUN 10
FM JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
TO INTEL ALL SIXTHFLT
INFO RUZEJAA/JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
RHMFSS/CDR USTRANSCOM SCOTT AFB IL
RHMFSS/COMSC WASHINGTON DC
RUZDJWC/JWAC DAHLGREN VA
RUZENLL/DIAL LONDON UK
RHMFSS/HQ USUCOM VAIHINGEN GE
RUEITH/TLO ANKARA TU
RUZEHAA/CDR USUCOM INTEL VAIHINGEN GE
RHMFSS/CDR 90THTRANSGPML ROTTERDAM NL
RHMFSS/NMAWC SAN DIEGO CA
DESRON TWO
RUEYAA/CJCS NMCC SITE R FT DETRICK MD
RUERNNA/NAOC OFFUTT AFB NE
RHMFSS/Joint Staff WASHINGTON DC
RHMFSS/CTF 51
RHMFSS/COMUNDERSEASURV DAM NECK VA
RUCNAB/COMUNDERSEASURV DAM NECK VA
RHMFSS/CTF 59
RHMFSS/CTF 60
PHOFBYT/CTF 61
RHMFSS/CTF 63
RHQACAF/CTF 63
RHBVNKP/CTF 64
RHMFSS/CTF 65
RHMFSS/CTF 67
RHMFSS/CTF 68
RUFJETA/CTF 69
RHBVQUR/COMTWOSTRKRGRU
RHFVJOD/COMDESRON TWO
RHBVNVJ/COMDESRON TWO SIX
RHBVHQJ/COMCARSTRKRGRU TEN
RHBVNVK/COMPHIBRON FOUR
RUMIAAA/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHMFSS/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RUOCWCA/COSGARD MITC LANT DAM NECK VA
RHMFSS/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RHFJJAB/TSJC JACKSONVILLE FL
RHMFSS/COMPEARECONING ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
RHMFSS/PATRON FIVE
RHMFSS/NAVOCENASACEN STENNIS SPACE CENTER MS
RHBVNLG/USNS LEOY GRUMMAN
RHOSMSC/USNS HENSON
RHBVPM/USCGC LEGARE
RHBVQGR/USNS MOUNT WHITNEY
RHBVSVN/USNS NICHOLAS
RHBVHLF/USNS ROSS
RHBVWS/USNS SIMPSON
RHBVHM/USNS WINSTON S CHURCHILL
RHBVVLH/USNS JOHN L HALL
RHBVHKQ/USNS OSCAR AUSTIN
RHBVRED/USNS RAVAGE

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000309
RHBVHTE/ USS ELROD
RHBVACO/ USS NORMANDY
RUAHIRD/ USS ANNAFOLIS
RHBVBSON/ USS BOONE
RUFNSSB/ USS ABBANY
RUCOJLJ/ USS ABBANY
RUFNSSB/ USS ALEXANDRIA
RUCOJLJ/ USS ALEXANDRIA
RUFNSSB/ USS PITTSBURGH
RUCOJLJ/ USS PITTSBURGH
RHBVGUN/ USS GUNSTON HALL
RHBHQQ/ USS HARRY S TRUMAN
RHBVLK/ USS KAUFFMAN
RHBVJFX/ USS NASSAU
RHBVJXT/ USS TAYLOR
RHBVVIP/ USS VICKSBURG
RHBVIKE/ USS DWIGHT D EISENHOWER
RHBVOUE/ USS TWO JIMA
RT

SUBJ: MARITIME SPOT: EASTERN MED ACTIVITY

Non Responsive

(2) (U) HIGHLIGHTS:

(2) (U) NON-RELEASABLE

Non Responsive
(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB//
BT
#1627
DF27
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)
11. (U) PRODUCT RELEASED BY:
PRODUCT PREPARED BY:

ANALYST

(U) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDINGS (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISCUSSION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL REPRIMANDS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3) 10 USC §130b.(b)(6)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB/3
6263
6227
Non Responsive
PATSZYW RUZEXA6882 1500001-SSSS--RUZENAA RUZENLL RUZEXA RUZENYD
RUZEHAA.
ZNY SSSS
P 290800Z MAY 10
FM JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
TO INTEL ALL SIXTHFLT
INFO RUZEXA/JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
RHMFISS/CDR USTRANSCOM SCOTT AFB IL
RHMFISS/COMSC WASHINGTON DC
RUZJWC/JWC DAHLGREN VA
RUZENLL/DIAL LONDON UK
RHMFISS/HQ USEUCOM VAHINGEN GE
RUUEITH/TLO ANKARA TU
RUZEHAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAHINGEN GE
RHMFISS/CDR 58THTRANSGPTML ROTTERDAM NL
RHMFISS/NMAWC SAN DIEGO CA
DESRON TWO
RUEERAA/CJCS NMCC SITE R FT DETRICK MD
RUEERNA/NACC OFFUTT AFB NE
RHMFISS/JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC
RHMFISS/CTF 51
RHMFISS/COMUNDERSEASURV DAM NECK VA
RUCBNEB/COMUNDERSEASURV DAM NECK VA

RHMFISS/CTF 59
RHMFISS/CTF 60
RHMFISS/CTF 61
RHMFISS/CTF 63
RHMFISS/CTF 63
RHMFISS/CTF 64
RHMFISS/CTF 65
RHMFISS/CTF 67
RHMFISS/CTF 68
RUFNETA/CTF 69
RHBVNVJ/COMDESRON TWO SIX
RHMFISS/COMDESRON TWO
RHMFISS/NAVOCENASWCEN STENNIS SPACE CENTER MS
RHMFISS/PATRON FIVE
RHMFISS/COMPATRECONWING ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
RHFJJAB/TSC JACKSONVILLE FL
RHMFISS/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RHQDGFRJ/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RUCOWCA/COGARD MIFC LANT DAM NECK VA

RHBVHQJ/COMCARSTRKGRU TEN
RUMIAAA/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHMFISS/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHBVSVN/USN NICHOLAS
RHBVCUE/COHICO/STRKGRU
RHBVNVJ/COMPHIBRON FOUR
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
(2) [U] HIGHLIGHTS:
(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive

Non Responsive
Non Responsive

10. (U) CIVIL MARITIME ACTIVITY:
   (b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)
11. (U) PRODUCT RELEASED BY: [b](3):10 USC §130b,(b)(6)

PRODUCT PREPARED BY: [n4]ANALYST

- (U/FOST) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

[n5]

12. (U) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

 SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB//
ET
#6885
008B
[n6]
RHBVHTE/ USS ELKOD
RHBVAC/ USS NORMANDY
ROAYIBD/ USS ANNAPOLIS
RHBVBD/ USS BOONE
RUFNSSB/ USS ALBANY
RUCOJLJ/ USS ALBANY
RUFNSSB/ USS ALEXANDRIA
RUCOJLJ/ USS ALEXANDRIA
RUFNSSB/ USS PITTSBURGH
RUCOJLJ/ USS PITTSBURGH
RHBVGN/ USS GUNSTON HALL
RHBVHQJ/ USS HARRY S TRUMAN
RHBVJK/ USS KAUFFMAN
RHBVFX/ USS NASSAU
RHBVJT/ USS TAYLOR
RHBVVP/ USS VICKSBURG
RHBVIKE/ USS DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

{3} (U) SUBSURFACE ACTIVITY: NTR.
(4) (U) SURFACE ACTIVITY: NTR.
(5) (U) AIR ACTIVITY: NTR.
(6) (U) CLOSURE AREA: NTR.
DECLASSIFY ON: 20350603
SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB//
DT
#2698
7BAE
Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

(6) [U] CLOSURE AREA: NTR.
DECLASSIFY ON: 20350605

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB//
BT
#7025
43CD
Non Responsive
(2) (U) HIGHLIGHTS:
(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive
Non Responsive

10. (U) CIVIL MARITIME ACTIVITY:
(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

PRODUCT PREPARED BY:

ANALYST

- (U) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THEREFROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AGENCY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL DISCUSSIONS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANYED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3): 10 USC §130b.(b)(6)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/LS/9
69/9
04/18
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

(2) (U) HIGHLIGHTS:
(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive
- (U//FOUO) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3): 10 USC §130b, (b)(6)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DE//:  
6391  
V39A
FATSZYWI RUSEJAA7591 1502356-SSSS--RUZENAA RUZENLL RUZENYD RUZEJAA
RUSEHAA.
ZNY SSSSS
P 3100112 MAY 10
FM JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
TO INTEL ALL SIXTHFLT
INFO RUSEJAA/JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
RHFMISS/CDR USNTRANSCOM SCOTT AFB IL
RHFMISS/COMSC WASHINGTON DC
RUEWFAC/JWAC DAHLGREN VA
RUZENLL/DIAL LONDON UK
RHFMISS/HQ USEUCOM VAHINGEN GE
RUEWTH/TLO ANKARA TU
RUSEHAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAHINGEN GE
RHFMISS/CDR59THTRANSGPTML ROTTERDAM NL
RHFMISS/NMWC SAN DIEGO CA
DESRON TWO
RUEWAA/CJCS NMCC SITE R FT DETRICK MD
RUEWNA/NAAC OFFUTT AFB NE
RHFMISS/JJoint STAFF WASHINGTON DC
RHFMISS/CTF 51
RHFMISS/COMUNDERSEAURV DAM NECK VA
RUCWNEB/COMUNDERSEAURV DAM NECK VA

RHFMISS/CTF 50
RHFMISS/CTF 60
RHFMOBIT/CTF 61
RHFMISS/CTF 63
RHFQACAP/CTF 63
RHBVNRK/CTF 64
RHFMISS/CTF 65
RHFMISS/CTF 67
RHFMISS/CTF 68
RUFNITA/CTF 69
RHBVNHJ/COMDESRON TWO SIX
RHFMISS/COMDESRON TWO
RHFMISS/NAVOCENANASWCCEN STENNIS SPACE CENTER MS
RHFMISS/PATRON EIVNE
RHFMISS/COMPATRECONWING ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
RHFJJAB/TSC JACKSONVILLE FL
RHFMISS/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RHFQGRJ/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RUCOWCA/COGARD MIFC LANT DAM NECK VA

RHBVHQJ/COMCARSTRKGRU TEN
RUMIAAA/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHFMISS/HQ USSOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHBVSVN/USN NICHOLAS
RHEVOUE/COMIWOSTRKGRU
RHBVNRK/COMPHIBRON FOUR
RHBVRFM/USCGC LEGARE
RHBVNLG/USNS LEROY GRUMMAN
RHOSSMC/USNS HENSON
RUAYIBD/USS ANNAPOLIS
RHEVHLD/USS ROSS
RHBVAOW/USS ASHLAND
RHBVJFX/USS NASSAU
RHEVJHY/USS MCPAUL
RHBVHTE/USS ELROD
RHBVRED/USS Ramage
RHBVHHS/USS COLE
RHBVHKO/USS OSCAR AUSTIN
RHBVHQLJ/USS HARRY S TRUMAN

RHBVQGE/USS MOUNT WHITNEY
RHBVHMD/USS WINSTON S CHURCHILL
RHBVJAC/USS SAN JACINTO
RHBVAGO/USS NORMANDY
RHBVJLH/USS JOHN L HALL
RUFN55B/USS ALBANY
RUCQORF/USS ALEXANDRIA
RUFN55B/USS PITTSBURGH
RHYBON/USS BOONE
RHYBVHT/E/USS ELROD
RHBVGNR/USS GUNSTON HALL
RHBVGSN/USS NICHOLAS
RHBVJTT/USS TAYLOR
RHYVRNS/USS SIMPSON

Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

5. (U) BLACK SEA:
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

10. (U) CIVIL MARITIME ACTIVITY:
   (b)(1).Sec. 1.4(c)

11. (U) PRODUCT RELEASED BY:
   PRODUCT PREPARED BY:
   (b)(3). 10 USC §130b, (b)(6)

- (U//FOUO) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR
  INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000368
INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION Derived THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) JAG MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3): 10 USC §130b.(b)(6)

ST
#7583
458A

SOURCE:

(b)(3): 10 USC §130b.(b)(6)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB//
ST
#7584
4797
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
11. (U) PRODUCT RELEASED BY:
   PRODUCT PREPARED BY:

- [U] THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) JAC MARLIJE WATZ CONTACT INFORMATION:

   (b)(3) 10 USC §130b.(b)(6)
(b)(3) 10 USC §130b,(b)(6)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DEC1/D2/
#7591
8#87
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

(Z) [U] HIGHLIGHTS:
(b)(1),Sec 1.4(c)
10. (U) CIVIL MARITIME ACTIVITY:

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)
11. [(V)] PRODUCT RELEASED BY: [b](3) 10 USC §130b, (b) (6)
   PRODUCT PREPARED BY: 

- [U] THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THEREFROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH CATEGORIZED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. [(V)] JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

[(b)(3) 10 USC §130b, (b) (6)]

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/LE/7659
7965
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive

Non Responsive

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000398
Non Responsive
- [U] THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE Leads. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (whether criminal or civil), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. [U] JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3) 10 USC §130b. (b)(6)

DECL/LB/  
#8976  
MFA
PATM03ELX YDDS0D 8377 1520029-MORH--YDDS0D YDDS0R YDDS0Q YDDSNI
YDDS0H YDDS0M YDDS0V.
ZNY M0RN
ZKZK PP SGA DE
P 0100012 JUN 10 ZEL
FM JAC MLSWTH
TO JOINT STAFF
INFO ONI
COMUSNAVEUR
SSO NORTHCOM/J22/J220/
SSO USTRANS
NAVSOUTH
COMSIXFLT
JMF
NMAWC
JAC MLSWTH
CTF60
CTF61
CTF62
CTF67
CTF69
NORMANDY
COOK
NASSAU
BULKELEY
PHILIPPINE SEA
ROOSEVELT
GETTYSBURG
USSOUTHCOM
COGARD MIFC LANT
ONI TAC
WASP
LEYTE GULF
PORTER
JAMES WILLIAMS
CHUNG HOON
BOXER
RANBRIDGE
BATAAN
EISENHOWER
2FM

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000402

Non Responsive
Non Responsive

10. (U) CIVIL MARITIME ACTIVITY:

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)
II. (U) PRODUCT RELEASED BY:  
PRODUCT PREPARED BY:  

-U. S. GOVERNMENT-

This information in this report is provided for intelligence purposes only but may be used to develop potential investigative leads. No information contained in this report, nor any information derived there from, may be used in any proceeding (whether criminal or civil) to produce any trial, hearing, or other proceeding before any court, department, agency, regulatory body, or other authority of the United States, without the advance approval of the Attorney General and/or the agency or department which originated the information contained in the report. Any reproduction, dissemination, or communication (including, but not limited to, oral briefings) of this information must be accompanied by a statement of these restrictions.

II. (U) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/192//
#3201
2b3F
PATSZUW RUZEJAA8369 1520029-SSSS--RUZENAA RUZENLL RUZENYD RUZEJAA
RUZENAA.
ZNY SSSS
P 0100112 JUN 10
FM JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
TO INTEL ALL SIXTHFLT
INFO RUZEJAA/JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
RHFMISS/CDR USTRANSCOM SCOTT AFB IL
RHFMISS/COMSC WASHINGTON DC
RUZDJMC/JM CIK DAHlgREN VA
RUZENLL/DIAL LONDON UK
RHFMISS/HQ USEUCOM VAIHINGEN GE
RUFUIH/TO ANKARA TU
RUZEHAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAIHINGEN GE
RHFMISS/CDR69THTRANSCGPM NL ROTTERDAM NL
RHFMISS/NAWACL SAN DIEGO CA
DESMON TWO
RUERAAA/CJGS NMOC SITE R FT DETRICK MD
RUERANNA/NAOC OPUFITT AFB NE
RHFMISS/JOINT STAFF WASHINGTON DC
RHFMISS/CPF 51
RHFMISS/COMUNDERSEASURV DAM NECK VA
RUCBNEB/COMUNDERSEASURV DAM NECK VA

RHFMISS/CTF 59
RHFMISS/CTF 60
RHFMISS/CTF 61
RHFMISS/CTF 63
RHFMISS/CTF 64
RHFMISS/CTF 65
RHFMISS/CTF 67
RHFMISS/CTF 68
RUFNITA/CTF 69
RHBVNVJ/COMDESRON TWO SIX
RHFMISS/COMDESRON TWO
RHFMISS/NAVOCENASWCCN STENNIS SPACE CENTER MS
RHFMISS/PATRON FIVE
RHFMISS/COMPATRECONNING ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
RHFJXJAB/TSF JACKSONVILLE FL
RHFMISS/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RHFQGRJ/COMDESRON TWO FOUR
RUCOWCA/COGARD MLC LANT DAM NECK VA

RHBVHQJ/COMCARCHRKRGRU TEN
RUMIAA/HQ USOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHFMISS/HQ USOUTHCOM J2 MIAMI FL
RHBVSVN/USS NICHOLAS
RHSVOUEICOMWOSTKRGRU
RHBVNVJ/COMPIFHRON FOUR
RHBVREM/USCGC LEGARE
RHBVNLG/USNS LEROY GRUMMAN
RHSNANG/USNS HENSON

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000411
RUAY1BD/US ANNAPOlis
RHBVHIF/US ROSS
RHBVAOW/US ASHLAND
RHBVJEX/US NASSAU
RHBVJYJ/US MCFaul
RHBVhte/US ELROD
RHBVRED/US RAMAGE
RHBVHSV/US COLE
RHBVHKO/US OSCAR AUSTIN
RHBVHQ/US HARRY S TRUMAN

RHEVOGB/US MOUNT WHITNEY
RHEVHMD/US WINSTON S CHURCHILL
RHEVJAC/US SAN JACINTO
RUBVAGO/US NORMANDY
RHEBVJLH/US JOHN L HALL
RUEENSB/US ALBANY
RUCORGP/US ALEXANDRIA
RUEENSB/US PITTSBURGH
RUEBON/US BOONE
RHEHVHT/US ELROD
RHEVGN/US GUNSTON HALL
RHEVSVM/US NICHOLAS
RHEVJJD/US TAYLOR
RHEVZRS/US SIMPSON

SUBJ: EUCOM/AFRICOM AOR MARITIME OPINTEL SUMMARY 302100Z - 312100Z

MAY 10 VOL CCN

1. (U) OUT-OF-AREA ACTIVITY:

Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

(b)(1).Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive

(b)(1).Sec. 1.4(c)

Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000425
12. (U) JAS MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3): 10 USC §130b.(b)(6)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/EC/J
HCOO1
76CP

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000428
11. (b) PRODUCT RELEASED BY: (b)(3): 10 USC §130b,(b)(6)
    PRODUCT PREPARED BY:

- (U) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR
  INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL
  INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY
  INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING
  (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER
  PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR
  OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF
  THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED
  THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION,
  DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL
  BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANYED BY A STATEMENT OF
  THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) JAC KARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3): 10 USC §130b,(b)(6)
11. [U] PRODUCT RELEASED BY: [b](3):10 USC §130b(b)(6) [U] PRODUCT PREPARED BY:

[REDACTED: THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. [U] JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION: [b](3):10 USC §130b(b)(6)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/#B//
#2207
4854

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000446
WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL, TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (1) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3): 10 USC §130b

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DS//
2220
E072
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
ALGERIA, ACQUIRED AT 021131Z JUN 10, INDICATED THE DEPARTURE OF KILO SS-012 EL HADJ MOUABARAK. THE KILO IS POSSIBLY UNDERWAY FOR A TRAINING EXERCISE THAT MAY INCLUDE LIVE TORPEDO FIRINGS. IMAGERY FROM 25 AND 26 MAY INDICATED TORPEDO LOADING TAKING PLACE ONBOARD KILO SS-012, WHICH HAS NOT BEEN UNDERWAY SINCE 19 FEB 10.

4. (U) SURFACE ACTIVITY:
- (S//REL TO USA, FVEY) C-58 PGG-352 EL CHIHAH CONTINUES PROBABLE PARTICIPATION IN PHOENIX EXPRESS 2010 AND REMAINS UNLOCATED SINCE #4394

7F85

Non Responsive

10. (U) CIVIL MARITIME ACTIVITY:
(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)
11. (U) PRODUCT RELEASED BY: [redacted]
   PRODUCT PREPARED BY: [redacted]

- (U//FOUO) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION, DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION: [redacted]

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB//
#4395
DB7E
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
Non Responsive

10. (U) CIVIL MARITIME ACTIVITY:
(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)
11. (U) PRODUCT RELEASED BY: [blank]
   PRODUCT PREPARED BY: [blank]

- (U/RED) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR
  INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL
  INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY
  INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING
  (WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER
  PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR
  OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF
  THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED
  THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION,
  DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL
  BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF
  THESE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) JAC MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

   [blank]

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB//
#6408
4089

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000473
Non Responsive
Non Responsive
10. (U) CIVIL MARITIME ACTIVITY:

(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)

11. (U) PRODUCT RELEASED BY:

PRODUCT PREPARED BY:

(b)(3): 10 USC §130b, (b)(6)

- (U) THE INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES ONLY BUT MAY BE USED TO DEVELOP POTENTIAL INVESTIGATIVE LEADS. NO INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT, NOR ANY
INFORMATION DERIVED THERE FROM, MAY BE USED IN ANY PROCEEDING
(WHETHER CRIMINAL OR CIVIL), TO INCLUDE ANY TRIAL, HEARING, OR OTHER
PROCEEDING BEFORE ANY COURT, DEPARTMENT, AGENCY, REGULATORY BODY, OR
OTHER AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES WITHOUT THE ADVANCE APPROVAL OF
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND/OR THE AGENCY OR DEPARTMENT WHICH ORIGINATED
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE REPORT. ANY REPRODUCTION,
DISSEMINATION, OR COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ORAL
BRIEFINGS) OF THIS INFORMATION MUST BE ACCOMPANIED BY A STATEMENT OF
THOSE RESTRICTIONS.

12. (U) USA MARITIME WATCH CONTACT INFORMATION:

(b)(3):10 USC §130b,(b)(6)

SOURCES: FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DEB://
#S149
#223F

CCR Gallagher/10-L-1242/000482
RHBVHLE/USNS ROSS
RHBVHMNS/USNS SIMPSON
RHBVHMD/USNS WINSTON S CHURCHILL
RHBVJLH/USNS JOHN L HALL
RHBVHKO/USNS OSCAR AUSTIN
RHBVRED/USNS RAGAGE
RHBVHTE/USNS ELROD
RHBVVGQ/USNS NORMANDY
RHBVYBD/USNS ANNAPOLIS
RHBVYON/USNS BONNE

RUFNSSB/USNS ALBANY
RUCOJLJ/USNS ALBANY
RUFNSSB/USNS ALEXANDRIA
RUCOJLJ/USNS ALEXANDRIA
RUFNSSB/USNS PITTSBURGH
RUCOJLJ/USNS PITTSBURGH
RHBVYGUN/USNS GUNSTON HALL
RHBVHQQJ/USNS HARRY S TRUMAN
RHBVJLK/USNS KAUFMAN
RHBVJPX/USNS NASSAU
RHBVJPT/USNS TAYLOR
RHBVVIP/USNS VICKSBURG
RHBVVIK/USNS DWIGHT D EISENHOWER

Non Responsive
PATSZUYW RUZEJAA3698 1731130-SSSS--RUZENAA RUZENLL RUZENYD RUZEJAA
RUZEHAA.
ZNY SSSSS
P 221200Z JUN 10
FM JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
to intel all sixthflt
INFO RUZEJAA/JAC MOLESWORTH RAF MOLESWORTH UK
RMFISS/CDR USTRANSCOM SCOTT AFB IL
RMFISS/COMSC WASHINGTON DC
RUZDJAC/JWAC DAHLGREN VA
RUZENLL/DIAL LONDON UK
RMFISS/HQ USEUCOM VAHINGEN GE
RUEITH/TLO ANKARA TUR
RUZEJAA/CDR USEUCOM INTEL VAHINGEN GE
RMFISS/CDR5GTHTRANSGPTML ROTTERDAM NL
RMFISS/NAWC SAN DIEGO CA
DESIGN TWO
RUEJAA/CGCS NMCC SITE R FT DETRICK MD
RUEJAN/NAOC OEFUTT AFB NE
RMFISS/Joint staff WASHINGTON DC
RMFISS/CTF 51
RMFISS/CTF 59
RMFISS/CTF 60

RMFYRT/CTF 61
RMFISS/CTF 63
RHQACAF/CTF 63
RHBNK/F/CTF 64
RMFISS/CTF 65
RMFISS/CTF 67
RMFISS/CTF 68
RUFJET/CTF 69
RUEVOUE/COMWFOSTRKGRU
RMFISS/COMDESIRON TWO
RHBNVJ/COMDESIRON TWO SIX
RHBNH/J/COMCARSTRKGRU TEN
RHBNH/Q/COMHIBRON FOUR
RUEVOUE/USSTWO JIMA
RUC0W/COGARD MTC LANT DAM NECK VA
RMFISS/COMDESIRON TWO FOUR
RHEJAB/TSC JACKSONVILLE FL
RMFISS/COMPATRECONNW ELEVEN JACKSONVILLE FL
RMFISS/PATRON FIVE

RMFISS/NAVOCEANASWCEN STENNS SPACE CENTER MS
RHEVOSB/USST MOUNT WHITNEY
RHVSN/USST NICHOLAS
RHVLFR/USST ROSS
RHEYWS/USST SIMPSON
RHEYMDO/USST WINSTON S CHURCHILL
RHEVJLH/USST JOHN L HALL
RHEVHQB/USST OSCAR AUSTIN
RHEVRED/USST RAMAGE
RHBVHTE/ USS ELROD  
RHBVAGO/ USS NORMANDY  
RUAY1BD/ USS ANNAPOLIS  
RHBVBOF/ USS BOONE  
RUFNSSB/ USS ALEANY  
RUOJLIJ/ USS ALEANY  
RUFNSSB/ USS ALEXANDRIA  
RUOJLIJ/ USS ALEXANDRIA  
RUFNSSB/ USS PITTSBURGH  
RUOJLIJ/ USS PITTSBURGH  

RHBVQUN/ USS GUNSTON HALL  
RHBVQJ/ USS HARRY S TRUMAN  
RHBV J/ USS KAUFFMAN  
RHBVJFX/ USS NASSAU  
RHBVJOJT/ USS TAYLOR  
RHOVVIP/ USS VICKSBURG  
RHBVIVE/ USS DWIGHT D EISENHOWER  

Non Responsive
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)</th>
<th>Non Responsive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(b)(1), Sec. 1.4(c)</td>
<td>Non Responsive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOURCES:** FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES
DECL/DB//
BT
#3698
AA94